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Britain at War 1939-1945 Apr 13 2021 This is a salute to those who fought in the forces and on many fronts, recalling days of hardship and loss,
but also the forging of life-long friendships and community spirit for which World War II will always be remembered. Look out for more Pitkin Guides
on the very best of British history, heritage and travel, specially more titles in this series. More titles in the History of Britain Series Ancient Britain
Invaders in Britian Elizabethan England Kings & Queens Maritime Britain Medieval England Romans in Britain Tudor England Victorian Britain
The Media at War Dec 22 2021 News media, movies, blogs and video games issue constant invitations to picture war, experience the thrill of combat,
and revisit battles past. War, it's often said, sells. But what does it take to sell a war, and to what extent can news media be viewed as disinterested
reporters of truth? Lively and highly readable, this book explores how wars have been reported, interpreted and perpetuated from the dawn of the
media age to the present digital era. Spanning a broad geographical and historical canvas, Susan L. Carruthers provides a compelling analysis of the
forces that shape the production of news and images of war – from state censorship to more subtle forms of military manipulation and popular
pressure. This fully revised second edition has been updated to cover modern-day conflict in the post 9/11 epoch, including the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan. Rich in historical detail, The Media at War also provides sharp insights into contemporary experience, prompting critical reflection on
western society's paradoxical attitudes towards war.
Presidents at War Nov 28 2019
The World at War May 27 2022 "The Second World War was the largest and most appalling military conflagration in history. It killed millions of
people. It destroyed much of the old Europe. It altered the world balance of political and economic power. Its consequences are incalculable and are
everywhere with us still.In his now classic book, The World at War, Mark Arnold-Forster tells the story of the War in a simple, bold and highly
readable way. He illuminates each of the main theatres individually, so that the complex development of the various campaigns can be easily
followed. Making use of original documents as well as first-hand interviews, he has produced a history which is both authoritative and intensely vivid.
Originally written to accompany the Thames Television series of the same name, The World at War has since been fully revised and now, for the first
time, includes a substantial introduction by Richard Overy, which brings to bear the most recent scholarship and ensures that the book remains one
of the best possible accounts of this cataclysmic period."
We are at War Jul 17 2021 Includes portions of the diaries of: Pam Ashford, Christopher Tomlin, Tilly Rice, Eileen Potter, and Maggie Joy Blunt.
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Berlin at War Nov 08 2020 Berlin was the nerve-centre of Hitler's Germany - the backdrop for the most lavish ceremonies, it was also the venue for
Albert Speer's plans to forge a new 'world metropolis' and the scene of the final climactic bid to defeat Nazism. Yet while our understanding of the
Holocaust is well developed, we know little about everyday life in Nazi Germany. In this vivid and important study Roger Moorhouse portrays the
German experience of the Second World War, not through an examination of grand politics, but from the viewpoint of the capital's streets and
homes.He gives a flavour of life in the capital, raises issues of consent and dissent, morality and authority and, above all, charts the violent humbling
of a once-proud metropolis. Shortlisted for the Hessell-Tiltman History Prize.
The Greek State at War Apr 25 2022 "Professor Prichett is an acknowledged authority in more than a few techniques of investigation, and readers
can immediately see that they are in safe hands. What can be known is clearly presented. What is not known is identified. Erroneous explanations
throughout the history of classical scholarship are cited and disassembled. . . . He takes into account the special conditions that control interpretation
of epigraphical texts. He includes matters of topography, numismatics, and vase-painting. He asks questions a reader might never have thought to
ask, e.g., Where is booty from a battle sold? His questions and surveys lead naturally and inevitably to topics as large as the Athenian economy in the
fourth century B.C."—A. L. Boegehold, Brown University "Pritchett's Greek State at War is one of the monuments of classical scholarship in our time.
. . . A work that every student of Greek history will consult whenever he is concerned with war in the Greek world. No ancient historian can possibly
do without it. . . . The implications of [the work] extend in many directions—into Greek psychology, religion, political thinking—and students will be
kept busy for a long time in considering them in detail."—Sir Moses Finley
Gotham at War Mar 13 2021 Gotham at War is an accessible, entertaining account of America's biggest and most powerful urban center during the
Civil War. New York City mobilized an enthusiastic but poorly trained military force during the first month of the war that helped protect
Washington, D.C., from Confederate capture. Its strong financial support for the national government may well have saved the Union. New York
served as a center for manpower, military supplies, and shipbuilding. And medically, New York became a center for efforts to provide for sick and
wounded soldiers. Yet, despite being a major Northern city, New York also had strong sympathy for the South. Parts of the city were strongly racist,
hostile to the abolition of slavery and to any real freedom for black Americans. The hostility of many New Yorkers to the military draft culminated in
one of the greatest of all urban upheavals, the draft riots of July 1863. Edward K. Spann brings his experience as an urban historian to provide
insights on both the varied ways in which the war affected the city and the ways in which the city's people and industry influenced the divided nation.
This is the first book to assess the city's contributions to the Civil War. Gotham at War examines the different sides of the city as some fought to
sustain the Union while others opposed the war effort and sided with the South. This unique book will entertain all readers interested in the Civil War
and New York City. About the Author Edward K. Spann is professor emeritus of history at Indiana State University. He is a specialist in nineteenthcentury history and urban history. Spann has authored a number of books, including The New Metropolis: New York City 1840-1857 and Ideals and
Politics: New York Intellectuals and Liberal Democracy, which was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize.
Wirral at War Jun 15 2021 Wirral at War is a tribute to the wartime record of the people of the Wirral in the two World Wars.
Women at War Sep 06 2020 Many women grow up with a subtle mistrust of their girlfriends, moms, sisters, and women in general. The culture
confirms their fears by constantly promoting the attitude that women are competitive, slanderous, and malicious. Women embrace these lies and
grow up despising their own gender, wounding one another with unrealistic expectations, and isolating themselves from meaningful female
relationships. Find peace for yourself and your girlfriends too. Women at War clearly defines an attitude and approach to female relationships that
will revolutionize the value women place on their own gender and the way they treat one another. This book sheds light on the source of confusion,
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revealing the true enemy and the real war. Readers will learn how to identify, restore, and embrace healthy female relationships so they can
experience the power to demolish the strongholds of our culture, our past, and our wounds.
Canada at War Apr 01 2020
Bush At War Jan 23 2022 With his unmatched investigative skill, Bob Woodward tells the behind-the-scenes story of how President George W. Bush
and his top national security advisers led the nation to war. Extensive quotations from the secret deliberations of the National Security Council and
firsthand revelations of the private thoughts, concerns and fears of the president and his war cabinet, make BUSH AT WAR an unprecedented
chronicle of a modern presidency in a time of grave crisis. Based on interviews with more than a hundred sources and four hours of exclusive
interviews with the president, BUSH AT WAR reveals Bush's sweeping, almost grandiose vision for remaking the world. Woodward's virtual wiretap
into the White House Situation Room reveals a stunning group portrait of an untested president and his advisers, three of whom might themselves
have made it to the presidency. In BUSH AT WAR, Bob Woodward once again delivers a reporting tour de force.
London at War 1939-1945 Aug 30 2022 At the outbreak of World War II, London suddenly found itself on the front line. While aerial attacks had
played a part in World War I, the astounding technological advances since meant that by 1939 the city was threatened like never before. The attacks
took a brutal toll. Almost 19,000 tons of bombs were dropped on the capital, and nearly 30,000 civilians were killed. The Blitz forever changed the
landscape of the city, damaging iconic buildings like Buckingham Palace, the Houses of Parliament, the Tower of London, and even the Imperial War
Museums, while, in some areas, whole neighborhoods were all but wiped out. The transformation was social as well. As large numbers of service
personnel arrived from the nations of the Commonwealth and from allies, London quickly became more cosmopolitan than ever, a crucial transit hub
and a popular destination for troops on leave. This book tells the story of those momentous years in London's history through the unparalleled
archives of Imperial War Museums. Personal accounts from letters and diaries are joined here by images of people and places in the period, maps,
and documents, to give a remarkably full picture of a city at war--and determined to win.
Byzantium at War AD 600-1453 Jan 29 2020 First published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
America at War Dec 10 2020 Presents America's wartime history from the Revolution to the Persian Gulf. Includes biographies of military personnel
and information on treaties.
The United States at War Oct 08 2020
HMS Trenchant at War May 03 2020 This is both the war memoir of a distinguished naval officer and the history of HMS Trenchant, a T Class
submarine. Admiral Hezlet was appointed to command Trenchant from her completion in early 1944 until mid-1945 during which time she and her
crew worked up, voyaged to the Far East and carried out five highly dangerous and successful operational patrols. On their arrival at Freemantle in
July 1945, Trenchant had been at sea for 82 out of the last 94 days and covered 15,000 miles. More than that, she had sunk the Japanese cruiser
Ashigara, the largest warship sunk by a British submarine, as well as a minesweeper, a submarine and a mass of miscellaneous enemy shipping. The
crew's achievements were honoured by the award of seven DSCs, eleven DSMs and nine Mentioned-in-Despatches.
Always at War Dec 30 2019 Compelling narratives are integral to successful foreign policy, military strategy, and international relations. Yet often
narrative is conceived so broadly it can be hard to identify. The formation of strategic narratives is informed by the stories governments think their
people tell, rather than those they actually tell. This book examines the stories told by a broad cross-section of British society about their country’s
past, present, and future role in war, using in-depth interviews with 67 diverse citizens. It brings to the fore the voices of ordinary people in ways
typically absent in public opinion research. Always at War complements a significant body of quantitative research into British attitudes to war, and
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presents an alternative case in a field dominated by US public opinion research. Rather than perceiving distinct periods between war and peace,
British citizens see their nation as so frequently involved in conflict that they consider the country to be continuously at war. At present, public
opinion appears to be a stronger constraint on Western defense policy than ever.
Germany at War Sep 26 2019 The publishers of Britain at War in Colour, America at War in Color and the Imperial War Museum's Second World War
in Photographs have scoured the world's archives to find over 250 startling colour images of the Third Reich. These powerful photographs show for
the first time how wartime forces and civilians really looked. There are photographs of the rise of Nazism, scenes of life on the homefront, and
harrowing images of death, destruction and the Holocaust, sharply contrasted with the Wehrmacht celebrating their early victories in Europe and
Russia. The colour pictures bring an added dimension to the scenes of war, making them more 'real' to modern readers than black and white shots.
Germany at War shows you how the war really looked to those who were actually there and goes far beyond the familiar, presenting images that have
never been seen before. It is both a unique record of this massive conflict and a reminder to today's generations of the rise of fascism and the horror
and devastating cost of global conflict.
Ten Years at War Aug 18 2021 Few men saw more of the world than Peter Kemp. Starting in 1936, when he was then only a Classics student
pursuing a career in law, Kemp set out on a series of adventures through the most tumultuous period in human history. Leaving his comfortable life
behind, Kemp volunteered to fight for Franco's Nationalists during the Spanish Civil War. Seeing the fight as one against international communism,
he was one of only a few British volunteers on that side of the much-misunderstood conflict. Kemp recorded his experiences in Mine Were of Trouble,
offering an exciting and remarkably even-handed view of the war from the front lines. Kemp's next book, No Colours or Crest, picks up where the
first left off. Recognized for his bravery and irregular warfare experience, Kemp was recruited by the elite British Special Operations Executive
during the World War Two. After a stint with the doomed Small-Scale Raiding Force, carrying out commando raids on the Atlantic Coast, Kemp was
tasked as a guerilla liaison in the Balkans and later Poland. Navigating a labyrinth of alliances and betrayals with the anti-Axis guerillas, Kemp
witnessed the silent Soviet conquest of the "liberated" territories as the war in Europe drew to a close. The trilogy concludes with Alms for Oblivion,
which sees Kemp reassigned to the South Pacific at the end of WW2 and its chaotic aftermath. Although initially parachuted in to fight the Japanese,
Kemp soon found himself battling American- and Soviet-backed terrorists alongside local leaders, surrendered troops, and a smattering of European
holdouts. Juggling the roles of soldier, smuggler, and spy, Kemp provides a rare look at this forgotten period of history. Collected into a single volume
for the first time ever, these books have much to offer researchers and pleasure readers alike. Mystery Grove Publishing Company is proud to make
the works of one of civilization's greatest unsung heroes accessable to the general public once again.
Vietnam at War Feb 09 2021 One of the first books to look at how the Vietnamese themselves experienced the wars for Vietnam, including both the
French and the American wars. Combining political, social, and cultural history, Bradley examines how the war was seen both by top policy makers
and also everyday soldiers and civilians in both North and South Vietnam.
The Third Reich at War Sep 30 2022 A final volume in a trilogy on the history of Nazi Germany traces the rise and fall of the military, the ways in
which the Nazis gained compliance and support from the private sector, and Hitler's campaign of racial subjugation and genocide. By the author of
The Coming of the Third Reich.
Virginians at War Jan 11 2021 "This book offers a unique mosaic of the Civil War through the eyes of individuals who lived and served in various
parts of the Commonwealth. Between them, thses women and men experienced every facet of the war, from secession to combat, hardship to
ultimate defeat. Throughout thir collective ordeal we see the human reaction to war and a sense of hope in the "cause' until it was lost."--Brian Steel
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Wills, Professor, The University of Virginia's College at Wise.
Submarines at War 1939-45 Sep 18 2021 This volume provides Compton Hall's pictorial history of submarine warfare in World War II.
The Arabs at War in Afghanistan Jul 05 2020 A former senior mujahidin figure and an ex-counter-terrorism analyst cooperating to write a book on the
history and legacy of Arab-Afghan fighters in Afghanistan is a remarkable and improbable undertaking. Yet this is what Mustafa Hamid, aka Abu
Walid al-Masri, and Leah Farrall have achieved with the publication of their ground-breaking work. The result of thousands of hours of discussions
over several years, The Arabs at War in Afghanistan offers significant new insights into the history of many of today's militant Salafi groups and
movements. By revealing the real origins of the Taliban and al-Qaeda and the jostling among the various jihadi groups, this account not only
challenges conventional wisdom, but also raises uncomfortable questions as to how events from this important period have been so badly
misconstrued.
Neighbors at War: Anthropological Perspectives on Yugoslav Ethnicity, Culture, and History Mar 01 2020 Before the former Yugoslavia was divided
by wars, its inhabitants successfully lived side by side in peace. This collection seeks to explain how former neighbors became enemies, with the hope
that understanding what drove these peoples apart will help us discover ways for them to coexist in peace again. Contributors analyze political
cartoons, psychiatry, the arts, visual media, and law to present a diversity of views on the conflicts in Yugoslavia. While the chapters in this book deal
with regional developments, they are not so much focused on politics as they are concerned with how values and attitudes are altered and new
identities formed. Thus, this volume goes beyond recent journalistic accounts and should remain relevant for years to come. This book began as a
special issue of the journal Anthropology of East Europe Review. Most of the contributors to that issue have revised their chapters for this collection,
and new chapters have been added, including one on the recent war in Kosovo. Essays range across all of former Yugoslavia, emphasizing the
variability and diversity of ethnic relations throughout its history. Contributors are Mart Bax, Brian C. Bennett, Nikolai Botev, Bette Denich, Elinor
Despalatovič, Hannes Grandits, Joel M. Halpern, E. A. Hammel, Robert M. Hayden, Goran Jovanovic, Éva V. Huseby-Darvas, David A. Kideckel,
Mirjana Lausevic, Lynn D. Maners, Julie Mertus, Robert Gary Minnich, Rajko Mursič, Edit Petrovic, Christian Promitzer, Mirjana Prosic-Dvornic,
Janet Reineck, Jonathan Matthew Schwartz, Andrei Simic, and Stevan M. Weine.
Everyman at War Jul 25 2019 The editor invited readers of 'Everyman' to send him personal accounts of the war in not more than three thousand
words - in less than three weeks ha had received over three hundred narratives, this is a selection.
At War Jul 29 2022 The country’s wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, its interventions around the world, and its global military presence make war, the
military, and militarism defining features of contemporary American life. The armed services and the wars they fight shape all aspects of life—from
the formation of racial and gendered identities to debates over environmental and immigration policy. Warfare and the military are ubiquitous in
popular culture. At War offers short, accessible essays addressing the central issues in the new military history—ranging from diplomacy and the
history of imperialism to the environmental issues that war raises and the ways that war shapes and is shaped by discourses of identity, to questions
of who serves in the U.S. military and why and how U.S. wars have been represented in the media and in popular culture.
Arabs at War Aug 25 2019 Assesses the military performances of Iraq, Egypt, Jordan, Libya, Saudi Arabia, and Syria, from the first military
engagements between Egypt and Israel to the 1991 Gulf War.
Canada at War Jun 27 2022 In 1914, Canada went to war as a subject of Britain. In 1939, it made the choice to fight all on its own. Canada at War
follows the developments and setbacks, wins and losses, of a nation learning to stand up for itself under the toughest possible conditions: in the midst
of the most difficult war of the twentieth century. In graphic-novel format, fully illustrated and in full colour, Canada at War shows the growth of a
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nation's army, navy, and air forces through movingly depicted triumphs and tragedies. From the disheartening losses at Dieppe and Hong Kong
through the Battle of the Atlantic and the invasion of Sicily, it focuses on the human dimension of the key battles and decisions that ultimately swung
the war in the Allieds' favour. This moving, graphic account ends, after the victories of D-Day and Juno Beach and the liberation of Europe, with a
final reckoning of the legacy these storied years have had on a country forged through war. Aimed at a general audience of both adults and young
adults, this very human history tells the stories behind some of this country's most distinguishing military moments.
Worlds at War Feb 21 2022 The differences that divide West from East go deeper than politics, deeper than religion, argues Anthony Pagden. To
understand this volatile relationship, and how it has played out over the centuries, we need to go back before the Crusades, before the birth of Islam,
before the birth of Christianity, to the fifth century BCE. Europe was born out of Asia and for centuries the two shared a single history. But when the
Persian emperor Xerxes tried to conquer Greece, a struggle began which has never ceased. This book tells the story of that long conflict. First
Alexander the Great and then the Romans tried to unite Europe and Asia into a single civilization. With the conversion of the West to Christianity and
much of the East to Islam, a bitter war broke out between two universal religions, each claiming world dominance. By the seventeenth century, with
the decline of the Church, the contest had shifted from religion to philosophy: the West's scientific rationality in contrast to those sought ultimate
guidance it in the words of God. The eighteenth and nineteenth centuries witnessed the disintegration of the great Muslim empires - the Ottoman,
the Mughal, and the Safavid in Iran - and the increasing Western domination of the whole of Asia. The resultant attempt to mix Islam and Western
modernism sparked off a struggle in the Islamic world between reformers and traditionalists which persists to this day. The wars between East and
West have not only been the longest and most costly in human history, they have also formed the West's vision of itself as independent, free, secular,
and now democratic. They have shaped, and continue to shape, the nature of the modern world.
The Pope at War Aug 06 2020 Filled with discoveries, this is the dramatic story of Pope Pius XII's struggle to respond to the Second World War, the
Holocaust, and the Nazi domination of Europe. The Pope at War is the third in a trilogy of books about the papacy's response to the rise of Fascism
and Nazism. It tells the dramatic story of Pope Pius XII's struggle to respond to the Second World War, the Holocaust, and the ongoing Nazi attempts
to exterminate the Jews of Europe. It is the first book dealing with the war to make extensive use of the newly opened Vatican archives for the war
years. It is based, as well, on thousands of documents from the Italian, German, French, British, and American archives. Among the many new
discoveries brought to light is the discovery that within weeks of becoming pope in 1939, Pius XII entered into secret negotiations with Hitler
through Hitler's emissary, a Nazi Prince who was married to the daughter of the King of Italy and who was very close to Hitler. The negotiations were
kept so secret that not even the German ambassador to the Holy See was informed of them. The book also offers new insight into the thinking behind
Pius XII's decision to maintain good relations with the German government during the war, including keeping the Germans happy while they
occupied Rome in 1943-1944. And throughout, David I. Kertzer shows the active role of the Italian Church hierarchy in promoting the Axis war while
the pope, who as bishop of Rome was responsible for the Italian hierarchy, offered his silent blessings and cast his public speeches in such a way that
both sides could claim support for their cause.
Gods at War Nov 20 2021 An engaging exploration of modern-day deals and deal-making Gods at War details the recent deals and events that have
forever changed the world of billion-dollar deal-making. This book is a whirlwind tour of the players determining the destiny of corporate America,
including the government, private equity, strategic buyers, hedge funds, and sovereign wealth funds. It not only examines many of the gamechanging takeover events that have occurred in the past years, but also puts them into context and exposes what is really going on behind the scenes
on Wall Street. Gods at War completely covers the strategic issues that guide the modern-day deal, and since they unfold under the shadow of the
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law, it also focuses on the legal aspects of deal-making and takeovers. Each chapter unfolds through the lens of a recent transaction, from the battle
between Yahoo! and Microsoft to the United Rental/Cerberus dispute Provides in-depth explanations and analysis of the events and actors that have
shaped this fast-moving field Examines the federal government's regulation by deal approach to saving the financial system and explains the
government's biggest "deals", including its bail-outs of AIG, Bank of America, and Citigroup Filled with in-depth insights that will enhance your
understanding of this field, Gods at War offers an engaging look at deals and deal-makers in the context of recent historical events. It's a book for
those who want to understand deals, takeovers, and the people and institutions who shape our world.
Child At War Jun 03 2020 At the age of fifteen Hortense Daman embarked on a secret career. In her German-occupied hometown of Louvain,
Belgium, she joined the resistance, first as a courier, then as a fighter. She ran terrifying risks, smuggling explosives in her bicycle pannier past
German soldiers and helping allied airmen to safety. It couldn't last; and it didn't. She was later betrayed, imprisoned and condemned to death.
Separated from her family, she - and later her mother - was sent to the 'women's inferno' - Ravensbruck concentration camp. Subjected to horrific
medical experiments, she endured starvation, illness, freezing temperatures, and she watched helplessly as thousands died around her. Yet, against
unimaginable odds, she survived. Child at War is the true, extraordinary and often shocking account of the years that saw Hortense change from the
innocent schoolgirl to freedom fighter and ultimately to survivor of the most atrocious regime the world has ever seen.
Americans at War Jun 23 2019 An encyclopedia on the impact of war on American society from the first conflicts between Native Americans and
Europeans to the Iraq War, containing four hundred alphabetized, cross-referenced entries, more than two hundred illustrations, and approximately
ninety primary documents.
A Writer At War Oct 20 2021 In the summer of 1941, as the Germans invade Russia, newspaper reporter Vasily Grossman is swept to the frontlines,
witnessing some of the most savage atrocities in Russian history. As Grossman follows the Red Army from the defence of Moscow, to the carnage at
Stalingrad, to the Nazi genocide in Treblinka, his writings paint a vividly raw and devastating account of Operation Barbarossa during World War
Two. Grossman’s notebooks, war diaries, personal correspondence and newspaper articles are meticulously woven into a gripping narrative and
provide a piercing look into the life of the author behind recent Sunday Times bestseller Stalingrad. A Writer at War stands as an unforgettable
eyewitness account of the Eastern Front and places Grossman as the leading Soviet voice of ‘the ruthless truth of war’. ‘A remarkable addition to the
literature of 1941 – 1945...a wonderful portrait of the wartime experience of Russia... A worthy memorial to a remarkable man’ Sunday Telegraph
Universities at War Mar 25 2022 "Docherty is not only is a brilliant critic of those forces that would like to transform higher education into an
extension of the market-place... he is also a man of great moral and civic courage, who under intense pressure from the punishing neoliberal state
has risked a great deal to remind us that higher education is a civic institution crucial to creating the formative cultures necessary for a democracy to
survive, if not flourish." - Henry Giroux, McMasters University "Docherty engages with the secular university in its present crisis, reflecting on its
origins and on its role in the future of democracy. He tackles the urgent issue of inequality with a compelling denunciation of the ways of entrenched
privilege; he offers a view of governance and representation from the perspective of those who are silenced; and exposes the fundamental damage
done to thought by management-speak. Docherty is moral, passionate and committed and this is a fierce and important book." - Mary Margaret
McCabe, King's College London There is a war on for the future of the university worldwide. The stakes are high, and they reach deep into our social
condition. On one side are self-proclaimed modernisers who view the institution as vital to national economic success. Here the university is a servant
of the national economy in the context of globalization, its driving principles of private and personal enrichment necessary conditions of ‘progress’
and modernity. Others see this as a radical impoverishment of the university’s capacities to extend human possibilities and freedoms, to seek
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earnestly for social justice, and to participate in the endless need for the extension of democracy. This book analyses the former position, and argues
for the necessity of taking sides with the latter. It does so with a sense of urgency, because the market fundamentalists are on the march. The
fundamental war that is being fought is not just for scholars, but for a better – more democratic, more just, more emancipatory – form of life. Choose
sides.
A People at War May 15 2021 The American Civil War had a devastating impact on countless numbers of common soldiers and civilians. This book
shows how average Americans coped with despair as well as hope during this vast upheaval.
Anna At War Oct 27 2019 Daniel's grandmother has never told him much about what happened to her during the war. He knows she came to
England on the Kindertransport to escape the Nazis but he doesn't know about her time as an emigree in rural Sussex or her role in capturing a
German spy sent to kill Winston Churchill. This is her story. I walked back to the barn. We had left the door slightly ajar, and I slipped through the
gap. My plimsolls made no sound on the dirt floor. I heard sounds from the loft, as though the injured man was rummaging in his haversack. He was
muttering to himself. My stomach turned over. I stopped dead still. No. It couldn't be. I must have heard wrong. I stayed completely still, listening,
my heart thumping. He was still rummaging, but he had stopped muttering. Something rolled across the loft and dropped over the edge on to the
barn floor. The man swore. My blood froze in my veins. He had sworn in German.
Emmerdale at War Nov 01 2022 The perfect Christmas gift full of warmth and nostalgia, for fans of ITV's Emmerdale, and readers who love
heartwarming and heartbreaking stories set during World War II. Britain is at war once again and the families of Emmerdale are trying their best to
cope with a new way of life. Rationing has been introduced across the country, two million more men have been called up for service, and blackouts,
evacuees and military training camps have become the norm. In Beckindale, three young women are about to find their lives changed forever... Annie
Pearson is working on Emmerdale Farm, while her love, Edward Sugden is at the front line. Lily Dingle has found purpose in joining the ATS, though
she may get more than she bargained for. And Meg Warcup, now teaching at the local school, has taken in two children evacuated from Hull. They've
adjusted to their new way of life until one day a German plane comes crashing down in the village... and changes everything in the village of
Beckindale. The third novel in the Emmerdale series transports us to the Yorkshire Dales in the midst of World War II, exploring the lives of
Emmerdale's much-loved families. Will the nation's favourite village overcome adversity to deal with the loves and lives lost?
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